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We report on the successful terahertz emission (0.6–1 THz) that is continuous and tunable in its
frequency and power, by driving Josephson vortices in resonance with the collective standing Josephson
plasma modes excited in stacked Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8�x intrinsic Josephson junctions. Shapiro-step detection
was employed to confirm the terahertz-wave emission. Our results provide a strong feasibility of
developing long-sought solid-state terahertz-wave emission devices.
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Rapidly increasing applications of the electromag-
netic (EM) waves in the terahertz frequency range
(�0:1–30 THz) demand a novel technique of efficient
terahertz-wave generation. Semiconductor EM-wave gen-
erating elements mainly rely on two operation principles:
sinusoidal current oscillation and the transition of elec-
tronic states between quantum levels, which are realized by
electronic and photonic means, respectively. However,
terahertz-range EM-wave technology has remained under-
developed (often dubbed the ‘‘terahertz gap’’) due to the
following reasons: (i) in electronics, the transit of charge
carriers in a semiconductor device inherently takes too
long to produce the terahertz oscillation, while (ii) in pho-
tonics, the terahertz-range photon energy is much lower
than the room-temperature ambient thermal energy. In
spite of recent progress in assorted generation techniques
[1–4] the terahertz generation remains to be a subject of
intensive research efforts.

The present Letter describes the direct detection of the
Josephson vortex-flow-induced terahertz-wave emission
from Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8�x (Bi-2212) stacked intrinsic
Josephson junctions (IJJs). Since the size of the super-
conducting gap in Bi-2212 is higher than the Josephson
plasma edge both the emission and the detection are al-
lowed in a terahertz range [5]. In this study, the terahertz-
wave emission was confirmed by observing Shapiro steps
in an on-chip stack of IJJs (detector stack) as it was
irradiated by the emission from the oscillator stack. The
frequency of the emitted wave was tuned by the bias
voltage, while the emission power was controlled by the
bias current and switching of the resonating modes.

Naturally grown layered high-Tc superconducting Bi-
2212 single crystals contain IJJs [6], where a 0.3-nm-thick
superconducting CuO2 bilayer and a 1.2-nm-thick insulat-
ing BiO-SrO layer alternate along the c axis. Since the
superconducting electrodes in IJJs are much thinner than
the c-axis London penetration depth �ab (�200 nm) the
phase parameter �n in the nth Josephson junction is in-
ductively coupled to those of neighboring junctions [7,8].
Thus, the electrodynamics, governed by coupled Sine-

Gordon differential equations in a system of N stacked
IJJs, is represented by the same number of standing
Josephson plasma (SJP) collective eigenmodes formed
along the c-axis direction. Josephson vortices generated
by a planar external magnetic field tend to move in a
tunneling bias current in resonance with the collective
SJP modes, with the spatial phase distribution ranging
from a rectangular (in-phase) to a triangular (out-of-phase)
lattice. The maximum Josephson-vortex-induced emission
can be achieved by tuning the vortex lattice to the in-phase
rectangular SJP mode [9].

The conventional solid-state-reaction method was
adopted to prepare Bi-2212 single crystals, which were
slightly overdoped. The double-side-cleaving technique
[10] was then employed to isolate and sandwich a finite
number of Bi-2212 IJJs between two Au electrodes, essen-
tially eliminating the interference from the pedestals (large
stacks of IJJs outside of but coupled to the stack of IJJs of
interest) and thus allowing the formation of ideal multiple
SJP modes along the c-axis direction. We fabricated two
specimens of stacked IJJs (SP1 and SP2). Fabrication de-
tails are described in Ref. [11]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show
the schematic of the typical sample configuration and an
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of SP2, re-
spectively. The oscillator stacks were 13:5� 1:4 �m2

[SP1] and 15:2� 1:9 �m2 [SP2], while the detector stacks
were 18� 1:3 �m2 [SP1] and 11:6� 2:3 �m2 [SP2] in
their lateral dimensions.

 

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic of sample and measure-
ment configurations, showing the oscillator stack (left) and the
detector stack (right) of intrinsic Josephson junctions. (b) SEM
image of SP2.
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The lower inset of Fig. 2 shows the oscillation of a
Josephson-vortex-flow (JVF) resistance of SP1 (N � 35)
as a function of external magnetic field at T � 55 K for a
bias current of Ib � 2 �A. The field period of the oscil-
lation, 0.51 kG, is one-half of H0 [ � �0=Ld � 1:02kG].
Here, H0 is the magnetic field corresponding to a flux
quantum �0 through each junction of length L
(�13:5 �m) and thickness d (�1:5 nm). The H0=2 JVF
resistance oscillation, known to originate from the interac-
tion between a triangular vortex lattice and the edge po-
tential for the vortex entry and exit at the junction
boundaries [12,13], thus strongly indicates the formation
of the triangular lattice in our oscillator stack in its low-
bias static limit.

The upper inset of Fig. 2 exhibits a single JVF branch
corresponding to the near-static triangular lattice in the
low-bias region (V < 23 mV) and multiple quasiparticle
branches in high biases at T � 55 K in a transverse field of
H � 1:2 T; the field denoted by the arrow in the lower
inset. In this field range, the single JVF branch persists
down to T � 4:2 K (not shown). In a higher magnetic field
of H � 3:9 T as in the region (ii) of the main panel of
Fig. 2, however, the single JVF branch splits into multiple
JVF sub-branches, which resulted from phase locking of a
Josephson vortex lattice on multiple SJP modes [14,15].
SJP oscillations in each mode, standing along the c axis,
propagate along junctions with a collective mode velocity
[7,8], cn � c0=

���������������������������������������������
1� cos��n=�N � 1�	

p
. Here, n (�1–N) is

the mode index and c0 is the Swihart velocity, which

governs the EM-wave propagation in a single Josephson
junction.

In SP1 the JVF resistance oscillations are limited in the
current bias range up to Ib � 2 �A. The multiple JVF sub-
branches in the bias range of 2 �A< Ib < 8 �A are
clearly distinguished from the multiple quasiparticle
branches above Ib � 8 �A, which corresponds to the criti-
cal current for the Josephson pair tunneling in the given
magnetic field. In general, a stack of IJJs driven by a
tunneling bias current in a planar magnetic field is in one
of the three different dynamic Josephson-vortex states as
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3(a): (i) the near-static triangular
vortex configuration, (ii) the multiple-mode dynamic vor-

 

FIG. 3 (color). (a) Collective JVF multiple sub-branches and
bias voltages Vosc (solid squares) of the oscillator stack of SP2
for H � 4 T at T � 4:2 K. The contact resistance was numeri-
cally subtracted. The states (i), (ii), and (iii) have the same
characters as in Fig. 2. (b) Responses of the detector stack
revealed in its differential conductance corresponding to the
biases of the oscillator in (a). Each curve is shifted vertically
for clarity.

 

FIG. 2 (color online). I-V characteristics corresponding to the
collective Josephson-vortex states (i), (ii), and (iii) refer to the
main text of SP1 for H � 3:9 T at T � 4:2 K. The contact
resistance was numerically subtracted. Upper inset: a single
Josephson-vortex-flow (JVF) branch (low biases) and quasipar-
ticle branches (high biases) in H � 1:2 T at T � 55 K, corre-
sponding to the arrow position in the lower inset. Lower inset:
JVF resistance versus external magnetic field of SP1 at T �
55 K in a bias current of 2 �A.
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tex configuration, and (iii) the irregular vortex configura-
tion corresponding to the quasiparticle-tunneling state.

The maximum vortex-lattice velocity is governed by the
propagation velocity of a resonating SJP mode. Thus, for
the bias beyond Ib � 8 �A, the JVF state transits to the
quasiparticle tunneling state as the flowing vortices pass
the state of the maximally allowed cutoff voltage Vmax, set
by the highest plasma velocity in a junction. The maximum
vortex-lattice velocity cmax in SP1 was estimated with Vmax

to be �3:8� 105 m=s using the relation [15] of Vmax �
NHdcmax. The value of cmax should represent the fastest
propagation mode among N collective SJP modes. The
Swihart velocity estimated based on the resistively and
capacitively shunted junction model [15,16] turns out to
be c0 � 2:0� 104 m=s. Then the corresponding highest
in-phase mode velocity, c1 � 3:5� 105 m=s, is in remark-
able agreement with the observed value of cmax in SP1.
This strongly implies that the last sub-branch [the right-
most branch in region (ii)] corresponds to the in-phase
rectangular vortex lattice.

The moving vortex lattice that is in resonance with the
collective transverse SJP oscillations is theoretically pre-
dicted to emit highly coherent EM waves at a junction edge
[8,17]. The detection of the Shapiro steps, which arise as a
result of the resonance between supercurrent oscillations
and an irradiated microwave in a Josephson junction [18],
would be the most direct confirmation of the EM emission
from the sandwiched oscillator stack, with information on
both the frequency and the power of the emission.

Figure 3(a) shows the bias conditions of the oscillator
stack of SP2 (N � 28), Vosc � 38:9, 51.4, 54.4, and
60.8 mV (denoted by solid squares in its JVF branches)
and 100.8 mV (denoted in the quasiparticle branch), in a
field of 4 T at T � 4:2 K. In SP2 the detector stack was
coupled by the bottom Au electrode with the 2-�m inter-
spacing to the oscillator stack.

The black dIdet=dVdet-vs-Vdet curve at the bottom of
Fig. 3(b) represents the response of the detector stack
without any bias to the oscillator stack. The curve corre-
sponds to simple nonlinear I-V characteristics without sub-
branches in the JVF region (not shown). The pronounced
enhancement of the zero-bias conductance is due to
Josephson-vortex pinning. The broad humps located in
the vertical dotted lines are generated by the change in
the slope of the detector I-V curves at the boundary (Vmax

of the detector) between the JVF and quasiparticle-
tunneling regions. With much reduced detector-stack width
facing the magnetic field (2:3 �m) not all the IJJs in the
detector-stack took part in the vortex flow motion. The
effective number of vortex-flowing junctions in the detec-
tor was estimated to be four by comparing values of Vmax

between the oscillator and detector stacks [19]. Here, we
assumed the maximum velocity of the vortices was same in
both stacks [20].

For a selected fixed bias to the oscillator stack in
Fig. 3(a), two clear conductance peaks appear in the cor-
responding dIdet=dVdet-vs-Vdet curve of the detector stack:

Vprim
det �V

sub
det � � 5:3
 0:5 (2:8
 0), 6:6
 0:2 (3:7
 0:2),

7:9
 0:3 (4:1
 0:2), and 8:5
 0:1 �5:2
 0:4� mV for
four bias conditions in order of increasing voltages in the
dynamic vortex state, respectively. Here, Vprim

det and Vsub
det are

the voltage positions of the primary peak and the subpeak,
which are denoted by the upward and the downward ar-
rows, respectively, in Fig. 3(b). The voltage values of peaks
in each curve shift in proportion to the increase of the bias
voltage Vosc of the oscillator.

The voltages of the conductance peaks (vdet) are plotted
in Fig. 4(a) as a function of the bias voltage vosc. Here, vosc

(�Vosc=Nosc) and vdet (�Vdet=Ndet) are normalized by the
number of junctions involved in the vortex flow in the
oscillator and the detector stacks (Nosc � 28 and Ndet �
4), respectively. For the primary peaks, the values of vosc

are in excellent accordance with the values of vdet, which
confirms that the primary peaks were caused by the
Josephson ac response to the irradiation [21], i.e., integer
Shapiro steps [22]. Frequencies corresponding to Vosc �
38:9, 51.4, 54.4, and 60.8 mV are 0.67, 0.87, 0.94, and
1.06 THz, respectively [23]. For the bias conditions of
Vosc � 54:4 and 60.8 mV, the humps at Vmax in Fig. 3(b)
smear out, as the outward-shifting positions of the con-
ductance peaks overlap with those of Vmax.

In Fig. 3(b), Vsub
det turns out to be one half of Vprim

det . The
relation between the two kinds of peaks in terms of reduced
parameters is shown in Fig. 4(a). These half-integer
Shapiro steps are believed to be caused by phase locking
of the second harmonics of the Josephson oscillations on
the primary frequencies [24]. For the bias voltage of
100.8 mV in the quasiparticle-tunneling state of the oscil-
lator stack, without the vortex-lattice formation along the c
axis, no effective JVF-induced emission is expected. Thus,
as in Fig. 3(b), the response of the detector without any
Shapiro-step peaks in this bias is almost identical to the
black zero-bias curve.

The irradiation power P is estimated from the approxi-
mate relation [25], P��I2

1V1�2�c=2Ic, where �I1 is the
height of the Shapiro current step, V1 is the voltage value of

 

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Primary (n � 1) and subharmonic
(n � 1=2) conductance-peak voltages in the detector stack,
corresponding to the integer and the half-integer Shapiro steps,
respectively, with the emission frequencies denoted in the upper
horizontal axis. (b) Estimated power irradiated on the detector
stack for each bias condition in the oscillator stack.
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the primary peak position, �2�c � ��h=e���f
2=tJc�,

� � f=fc is the irradiated-wave frequency normal-
ized by the characteristic frequency fc � 2eIcRn=h, �c
is the McCumber parameter, � is the dielectric constant,
t��1:2 nm� is the spacing between neighboring CuO2

layers, and Ic (Jc) is the tunneling critical current (density).
The value of �I1 is estimated using the relation �I1 �

�V1
dI
dV jprim, where �V1 is the voltage width of the primary

peak [22] estimated at the base level of each curve in
Fig. 3(b). Figure 4(b) illustrates that the estimated power
irradiated onto the detector stack increases rapidly for
lower-index modes; P � 0:69
 0:14, 1:01
 0:16, 7:5

0:7, and 15:9
 0:5 nW for the biases of vosc � 1:39, 1.84,
1.94, and 2.17 meV, respectively. The emission power from
the SJP modes is indeed theoretically predicted to grow for
lower-index modes as the emitted waves become more
phase-coherent and reaches a maximum for the completely
in-phase mode corresponding to n � 1 [8]. One also no-
tices that the two bias conditions Vosc � 51:4 and 54.4 mV
in Fig. 3(a), even in the same branch, result in a large
difference in the estimated irradiation power as in
Fig. 4(b). This takes place because, as the vortex motion
approaches the resonance condition in a branch, the energy
fed by the bias is consumed more for an emission rather
than speeding up the vortex lattice. An improved imped-
ance matching between the oscillator and the detector
stacks by combining proper antennas in the system is
expected to generate clearer Shapiro steps with higher
emission power. The emission power should vary as the
square of the total number of coherently emitting IJJs in the
oscillator element [27]. Thus, the power can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by compactly placing separate oscillator
stacks, each containing as many IJJs (practically �100), in
parallel with each other on a common ground electrode
within the wavelength of emitted THz waves.

The JVF terahertz generation in stacked Bi-2212 IJJs has
the great advantage of continuous and frequency-tunable
nature of the generated waves. The coherency of the ter-
ahertz emission from the rectangular vortex-lattice con-
figuration is another advantage of JVF technique over, for
instance, the radiation in a quasiparticle-tunneling region
where the phase coherence is lacking between radiations
from adjacent junctions. This study provides a noble
scheme of developing solid-state terahertz emission
sources [28,29] that will eventually help bridge the tera-
hertz gap.
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